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e-Prescribing of Controlled Substances
We’ve made it easy — a single workflow for all your prescriptions

• Controlled and non-controlled prescriptions may now be ordered 
from the same eClinicalWorks screen. 

• Prescriptions are ready for patients when they get to the pharmacy.

• Patients don’t need to visit your office to get refills.

• EPCS prevents patients from going from pharmacy to pharmacy.

• Stringent security audits insure integrity and security.

Package one: One-year subscription — $250

• 13-month subscription to EPCS authentication service

• One hardware OTP token

• Identity proofing

• Optional phone binding for activation of a spare or replacement token

• Free shipping, and free replacement of a defective, lost, or stolen token

Package two: One-year subscription + spare token — $275

• All items in the one-year subscription package

• One spare hardware OTP token included

Both packages provide for free token replacement if defective, lost, or stolen. However, having a spare token 
on hand lets you continue to prescribe electronically without waiting for a replacement to be mailed. 

After first free replacement, any additional tokens are $40 each, and must be bound to accounts with an 
active subscription.

eCIinicalWorks and its partner Exostar have completed multiple audits to ensure the integrity and security of 
EPCS transactions. Your two-fold security consists of your eClinicalWorks log-in credentials, followed by your 
hard token password generator.
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e-Prescribing of Controlled Substances (EPCS) takes e-prescribing to the next 
level, facilitating a single workflow for all prescriptions generated in your practice.

Fast
Controlled substance prescriptions no longer require 
a special workflow when EPCS is adopted. Both 
controlled and noncontrolled prescriptions may 
be ordered from the same eClinicalWorks screen. 
The application will automatically flag controlled 
substance prescriptions. You simply enter the 
password generated by your “hard token” password 
generator. We take care of the rest. Your CII-CV 
prescriptions arrive at the selected pharmacy.

Convenience
With EPCS, you will not need to circle past the office 
printer to pick up a narcotics prescription when you 
exit the examination room. And a printer dedicated to 
controlled substances prescriptions will be a thing of 
the past. 

Reduce the need for expensive tamper-resistant 
prescription paper and virtually eliminate the 
prescription pad.

Patient Benefits
A controlled substance prescription that is sent 
electronically is likely to be ready for the patient to 
pick up when they arrive at the pharmacy. The patient 
does not have to carry the prescription into the 
pharmacy and wait until it is filled.

For refills, patients and their families will not need 
to make a special trip to your office in order to pick 
up a print prescription for a controlled maintenance 
medication before going to the pharmacy. They make 
one trip instead of two.

Prevent diversion
Prescriptions for controlled substances go directly 
to the pharmacy you and your patient select. You 
control where subsequent fills are made, preventing 
patients from going from pharmacy to pharmacy.

Security
eClinicalWorks and its partner Exostar have completed four stringent security audits to ensure the integrity 
and security of EPCS transactions. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) requires complex interaction 
between two parties as the scaffold for EPCS, making it difficult for any individual entity to interfere with the 
process. Two is the magic number again in terms of protecting you, the prescriber, from fraudulent use of 
your prescribing credentials. Your eClinicalWorks login credentials serve as your first factor. Your hard token 
password generator serves as your second.

Exostar is a leader in Identity Access Management for over 100,000 companies worldwide, including some of the 

largest players in aerospace and defense, life sciences, pharmaceuticals, and financial services. We’ve leveraged our 

14 years of expertise in these highly secure industries to solve these challenges, and ultimately enable our healthcare 

partner to deploy EPCS. Exostar works with third party auditors to ensure vendors meet the DEA’s EPCS requirements.

Healthcare providers utilizing this EPCS system will:
• Reduce fraud such as “Doc Shopping” and prescription pad theft

• Increase medication safety

EPCS: We’ve Made it Easy

• Resolve the physicians’ fragmented workflow

• Fight the prescription drug abuse epidemic

• Ultimately help promote positive patient outcomes


